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ABSTRACT

1. MOTIVATION

We introduce transactors, a fault-tolerant programming model for
composing loosely-coupled distributed components running in an
unreliable environment such as the internet into systems that reliably maintain globally consistent distributed state. The transactor model incorporates certain elements of traditional transaction
processing, but allows these elements to be composed in different
ways without the need for central coordination, thus facilitating the
study of distributed fault-tolerance from a semantic point of view.
We formalize our approach via the τ -calculus, an extended lambdacalculus based on the actor model, and illustrate its usage through a
number of examples. The τ -calculus incorporates constructs which
distributed processes can use to create globally-consistent checkpoints. We provide an operational semantics for the τ -calculus,
and formalize the following safety and liveness properties: first,
we show that globally-consistent checkpoints have equivalent execution traces without any node failures or application-level failures,
and second, we show that it is possible to reach globally-consistent
checkpoints provided that there is some bounded failure-free interval during which checkpointing can occur.

Many distributed systems must maintain distributed state. By
this, we mean that the states of several distributed components in a
network-connected system are interdependent on one another. The
classical example of such a scenario is a bank transaction involving
the transfer of money from one account to another, where we must
ensure that it is not possible (even in the presence of a system failure) for one account to be debited without a corresponding credit
being made to the other account, and vice-versa.
Ensuring that these interrelated states are maintained in a consistent way in a wide-area network—where transmission latencies
may be high, and where node and link failures are relatively common occurrences—is difficult. By exposing key semantic concepts related to maintenance of distributed state in a common, wellfounded language, rather than relegating these issues to system or
middleware, composite distributed applications can reason about
the failure semantics of their components, and, if appropriate, supply extra protocol layers (e.g., logging, rollbacks, retries, replication, etc.) to add additional reliability.
To better illustrate the complexity of maintaining distributed
state in a loosely-coupled distributed system, consider a collection
of web services that are combined dynamically to manage the purchase of a house. Such a purchase is a complex multi-step transaction involving many interacting participants. Today, many of the
steps required to purchase a house entail tedious requests and responses for information via telephone calls, faxes and paper documents. However, in the future, it should be possible for virtually all
the information generated during the process to be exchanged and
managed electronically.
Figure 1 depicts a subset of the operations that might be performed by a collection of web services involved in the negotiation of a house purchase, and serve to illustrate many of the issues
that arise in building an infrastructure to support such services. We
will consider such services to be concurrent processes that can send
and receive messages to other processes as well as spawn new processes. The negotiation may involve the failure and subsequent
recovery of several sub-processes. In the figure, the vertical bars
labeled by buySrv and sellSrv represent web services acting on
behalf of the buyer and seller, respectively. lendSrv, apprSrv,
and srchSrv represent web services for a lender, appraisal service,
and title search service, respectively. lendTrns, apprTrns, and
srchTrns represent sub-processes spawned by the lender, appraisal
service, and search service specifically to manage the interaction
with the particular buyer in this example. Horizontal arrows depict
messages sent between processes or the creation of new processes.
Portions of the vertical process bars that are black represent “stable
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states”, where the state maintained by the process should not subsequently change. Process rollback (arising from various forms of
failure) is depicted by dashed diagonal arrows.
In the example depicted in Fig. 1, apprTrns generates an estimated price based on specifications (size of house, age, etc.) provided electronically. As is typical in such transactions, elements of
the process proceeds optimistically under the assumption that the
initial specifications are correct, while a human verifies by on-site
inspection that the electronic specifications are indeed accurate. In
this case, the inspector discovers an inconsistency between the actual specifications and those provided electronically, and causes the
appraisal process to be rolled back and restarted using the correct
specifications. The system must then somehow reconcile the fact
that the components of the distributed state are now inconsistent
(e.g., the mortgage application was initiated by the buyer based information from an inaccurate appraisal), and bring the full system
back to a consistent state. Here, a consistent state is restored when
lendTrns requests price information from apprTrns and returns a
message indicating the mortgage has been approved to buySrv.
At that point, the state of buySrv is based on inconsistent information: the original price returned by apprTrns and the approved
mortgaged based on an updated price generated by apprTrns after
rollback of the initial state.
The transactor model serves to maintain dependence information
needed to detect semantic inconsistencies such as that depicted in
Fig. 1, and to cause the rollback of the buySrv process to occur
automatically. In addition to such “semantic” failures, process or
network failures during the course of the transaction might cause
information loss that requires an orderly re-establishment of the
transaction’s distributed state. Note, however, that certain steps of
the transaction, such as the title search, need not be renegotiated
after a semantic or system failure, since the results of the search
are unaffected by the inconsistent appraisal values. Such steps can
be committed early in the process, while other steps (such as the
final transfer of the purchase price) might require mutual agreement
between multiple parties to be reached before becoming durable
and binding.
In this paper, we describe the transactor model, a fault-tolerant
programming model for composing loosely-coupled distributed
components running in an unreliable environment such as the internet into systems that reliably maintain consistent distributed
state. Our model is not concerned with certain aspects of traditional “ACID” transactions [13] such as isolation or certain forms
of atomicity. While such features are beyond the scope of this paper, they can be explicitly coded in our model if desired, e.g., in a
manner similar to [12]; instead, we focus on ensuring consistency
of distributed state in the presence of certain types of node and network failures. In particular, we assume that a node fails either by
stopping, or by reverting to a programmatically-defined checkpoint
saved to stable storage, then restarting.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
introduces related work. Section 3 informally describes the transactor model. Section 4 introduces the syntax of the τ -calculus,
an extended lambda-calculus based on the actor model. Section 5
illustrates some representative transactor examples. Section 6 provides an operational semantics for the τ -calculus. Section 7 formalizes safety and liveness properties of the model. The reader is
referred to [10] for complete proofs. Finally, Section 8 concludes
with a discussion and potential future directions.

2.

RELATED WORK

The transactor model is based on the actor model introduced by
Hewitt [15], and further refined and developed by Agha et al. [1,
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Figure 1: A house purchase scenario involving the “semantic failure” and rollback of the apprTrns sub-process due to
inconsistent information about house specifications. This ultimately results in the rollback of the buySrv process itself, due
to the inconsistency between the appraised price used to initiate the buying process, and the differing price incorporated in
the mortgage approval sub-process.

3, 20]. Actors are inherently independent, concurrent, and autonomous which enables efficiency in parallel execution [16] and
facilitates mobility [2]. The actor model and languages provide a
very useful framework for understanding and implementing open
distributed systems.
Traditionally, distributed state maintenance has been viewed
primarily as a systems or “middleware” [5] problem, in which,
e.g., system infrastructure for message-passing provides guaranteed message delivery on an unreliable network substrate [6, 21],
or where distributed databases or transaction systems support the illusion of shared, atomically-updatable state across multiple nodes
[17, 19]. A number of projects are underway to realize distributed
programming models for the internet, e.g., the web services model
based on exchange of XML data [22].
Distributed transaction management systems, e.g., those that implement the XA system-neutral transaction API [23], typically require that all of the participants in the transaction coordinate their
work with a pre-designated transaction manager, and that every
transaction has well-defined beginning and end points. These properties make it difficult to build open distributed systems where the
topology of the system is determined dynamically, where the scope
of—and even the need for—a transaction is situation-dependent,
and where transactional and non-transactional components can easily interact. While there is much existing foundational work on
languages for concurrent, and to a lesser extent, distributed systems (e.g., actors [1, 3], the π-calculus [18], the join calculus [11],
and mobile ambients [7]), formalisms that provide primitives for
reasoning about the consistency of distributed state in the presence
of failures are not well developed.
Liskov’s Argus language [17] incorporates constructs for maintenance of distributed state (via nested transactions). Liskov introduced two principal abstractions: guardians and actions. Argus essentially provides a programming interface onto centrally-managed
nested transactions. By contrast, with transactors, we intend to

uniformly model a variety of failure-management techniques, including transactions and applications with weaker consistency semantics. Haines et al. designed an extension to ML to modularly
support first-class transactions [14]. That is, atomicity, isolation
and durability properties can be composed as desired. We are concerned with distributed state consistency and durability, and do not
explicitly model isolation. Atomicity within a transactor is inherited from the actor model, where each transactor represents a unit
of concurrency and processes only one message at a time. Other
actor-based abstractions (such as synchronizers [12]) can be used
to provide atomicity for actions performed by groups of co-related
actors.
Chotia and Duggan’s abstractions for fault-tolerant global computing [8] include conclaves as groups of correlated processes
which fail atomically, and logs which abstract over persistent storage. Berger and Honda provide an extension to the π-calculus to
model the two-phase commitment protocol [4]. While the motivation of their work is similar to ours, the approaches are quite
different. The transactor model does not assume atomicity in process group failures: transactors can fail independently and causal
dependencies are carried along with messages to ensure that only
globally consistent checkpoints can be reached by application-level
protocols. Our calculus also enables reasoning about and composing modules with different transactional semantics and reliability
properties.
A preliminary account of the ideas underlying the transactor
model was published as [9]; it contained no correctness proofs.
While the work presented here shares some of the ideas of the earlier paper, almost all of the semantic components of τ -calculus have
been updated and simplified.

3.

TRANSACTOR MODEL

The goal of the transactor model is to enable developing reliable
systems composed from potentially unreliable components, which
may suffer both system failures and application-specific semantic
inconsistencies. We show that given any two checkpointed global
states k and k0 of a distributed system such that k and k0 are related by an execution trace containing inconsistent states resulting
from node failures, application-level failures, and lost messages,
there exists an equivalent execution trace containing only message
losses. Hence programmers using our model need only reason
about the possibility of lost messages, not about the other forms
of failure.
Transactors extend the actor model [1] by explicitly modeling
node failures, network failures, persistent storage, and state immutability. A transactor encapsulates state and communicates with
other transactors via asynchronous message passing. In response to
a message, a transactor may create new transactors, send messages
to other transactors, or modify its internal state. In addition to these
inherited actor operations, a transactor may stabilize, checkpoint,
or rollback.
A transactor’s stabilization is a commitment not to modify its internal state—i.e., to become immutable—until a subsequent checkpoint is performed or until another peer actor causes it to rollback
due to semantic inconsistencies. Stabilization can be thought of as
the first phase of a two-phase commitment protocol.
A checkpoint serves two purposes: first, it is a commitment to
make the current transactor state persistent, i.e. able to survive local
temporary node failures; and second and most important, it is a
consistency guarantee, i.e. there are no pending dependencies on
the volatile state of peer transactors. Dependence information is
carried along with messages, so that only globally consistent states
can be checkpointed. Checkpoint can be thought of as the second

phase of a two-phase commitment protocol.
A rollback operation brings a transactor back to its previously
checkpointed state, if any, or makes it disappear otherwise. Node
failures have a similar effect.

4. THE TAU CALCULUS
The τ -calculus is based on an extended, untyped, call-by-value
lambda calculus; its terms are depicted in Fig. 2. The basic lambda
calculus constructs are standard and we will not comment on them
further. The extensions can be divided into two categories, those
terms (EA ) that encode the traditional actor [1] semantics with explicit state management, and additional constructs to support distributed state maintenance. In this section, we will give a brief,
intuitive tour of τ -calculus constructs, and defer a more detailed
discussion of its semantics to Section 6.

4.1 Traditional Actor Constructs
The transactor creation construct trans e1 init e2 snart creates a new transactor with behavior e1 , and initial state e2 . The
behavior must evaluate to an abstraction term; intuitively, this term
evaluates each incoming message to the created transactor.
The expression returns a transactor name, a fresh value that can
be subsequently used as the target of the message send construct,
send v to t. This construct sends a message with contents v
to the transactor named t. The ready construct indicates that a
transactor is waiting to process the next incoming message. self
yields the transactor’s own name.
The setstate(v) construct imperatively updates a transactor’s
state to the value v. A message send can potentially introduce
a causal dependency from the sender to the target transactor, if
the target transactor modifies its state in response to the message.
When a transactor has committed not to change its state, execution
of setstate(v) has no effect; thus the expression setstate(v)
returns a boolean value indicating whether or not the state update
actually took place. getstate retrieves the value of the state.

4.2 State Maintenance Constructs
The stabilize construct causes the current transactor to ignore
subsequent setstate(v) or rollback expressions and become
stable; this fact is communicated by the underlying operational semantics to other transactors with which the current transactor corresponds, and is in effect a “promise” to the transactor’s peers that the
transactor will not attempt to change its own state. Note that even
after entering a stable state via the stabilize construct, a transactor can still process messages, it simply cannot change its own
state.
The checkpoint construct creates a checkpoint, which is (effectively) a copy of the transactor’s current state which can be recovered in the event of certain failures. A checkpoint can only
be made if the current transactor is not dependent on the volatile
state of one or more other transactors. That is, a state potentially
unrecoverable in the presence of node failures. The dependent?
construct tests whether this is the case. The rollback construct
causes a transactor to revert to its previous checkpoint, if one exists, and causes the transactor to disappear otherwise. As with the
setstate(v) construct, the rollback construct has no effect when
the transactor is stable.

4.3 Defined Forms
Fig. 3 depicts a number of defined forms that provide convenient
syntactic sugar for writing τ -calculus programs. Most of these constructs are self explanatory, a few deserve further explanation:
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Figure 2: Terms.
The msgcase construct yields a lambda abstraction whose body
processes incoming messages. Messages are assumed to take the
form of a vector of parameters, the first of which is an atom that
constitutes a message name. The msgcase body tests the value of
the incoming message and processes the other message arguments
appropriately; messages that are not understood are ignored.
The declstate construct declares names for a transactor’s state,
which is presumed to consist of a vector of elements. This construct does not “expand” into a core τ -calculus expression, instead,
it simply defines a static name scope for subsequent references of
the form !u and u := e, which expand into appropriate operations
on the transactor’s state vector.
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Figure 3: Defined forms.

TRANSACTOR EXAMPLES

In this section, we illustrate a few representative transactor programs. We refer the reader to [10] for additional examples.

5.1 Reference Cells
We begin with a simple reference cell and two reliable versions
thereof providing progressively more refined notions of consistent
state under different failure and interaction assumptions.
The cell program, shown in Figure 4, is a volatile reference cell
that never gets checkpointed: it cannot tolerate process failures and
therefore, any other programs which depend on that cell’s value
will not be able to reach consistent states or checkpoint.
The pcell 1 program is a first attempt to provide a cell whose
invariant is to always checkpoint its current value to be able to
recover from process failures. Upon creation it must receive an
initialize message, that creates an initial checkpoint. Notice that
it first needs to become stable to succeed checkpointing. Also notice that the creator of that cell needs to be stable as well for that
checkpoint to succeed. On reception of a set message, the cell
will modify its value, and checkpoint again. This checkpoint assumes that the transactor sending the set message is stable, and

therefore, does not create spurious dependencies on the cell upon
state assignment. On reception of a get message, the cell needs to
stabilize first, to ensure that no new dependencies are incurred in
the cell’s customer. And finally, to preserve the invariant of being
just checkpointed (and therefore, volatile) on message reception, it
does a final checkpoint.
The pcell 2 program builds on the previous example, but also
considers the possibility that the clients setting the value of the cell
may do it from a volatile (i.e., unstable) state. In this case, the cell’s
set message handler checks for any outstanding dependencies after updating its state, and if the transactor is dependent on other
transactors, it rolls back to its previously (known to be) consistent
state. pcell 2 is strictly more reliable than pcell 1 in the sense that it
considers interaction with potentially volatile clients.

5.2 Electronic Money Transfer
The traditional electronic money transfer example depicted in
Fig. 5 is implemented with transactors using a a protocol similar to classical two-phase commit protocols. teller represents an
ATM machine or a similar coordinator for a transfer between two

let cell = trans
declstate hcontentsi in
msgcase
sethvali ⇒
contents := val
| gethcustomeri ⇒
send datah!contentsi
to customer
esac
etats
init
h0i
snart

let pcell 1 = trans
declstate hcontentsi in
msgcase
initializehi ⇒
stabilize;
checkpoint
| sethvali ⇒
contents := val;
stabilize;
checkpoint
| gethcustomeri ⇒
stabilize;
send datah!contentsi
to customer ;
checkpoint
esac
etats
init
h0i
snart

let pcell 2 = trans
declstate hcontentsi in
msgcase
initializehi ⇒
stabilize;
checkpoint
| sethvali ⇒
contents := val;
if dependent? then
rollback
else
stabilize;
checkpoint
fi
| gethcustomer i ⇒
stabilize;
send datah!contentsi
to customer;
checkpoint
esac
etats
init
h0i
snart

Figure 4: A progressively more refined reference cell. The leftmost example is an unreliable reference cell. The middle one is a
persistent reference cell which assumes stable clients. The rightmost cell represents a persistent reliable reference cell.
bankaccount s. All of the transactors are assume to be persistent
and checkpointed initially, and we assume that the teller has exclusive access to both accounts. Isolation and locking, if needed to
ensure exclusive access, can be managed by appropriate auxiliary
transactors.
The basic protocol used in the example is quite simple. The
teller sends appropriate account adjustment requests to each account. Each account separately determines whether it is able to
fulfill the request. If so, it stabilizes and sends done (with a result
message) to the teller . If not, it also sends done (with an error message) to the teller, then rolls back. When the teller has received two
done messages, it stabilizes, then requests that each account send a
ping message both to its peer account and to the teller. Note that at
this point in the protocol, the teller has no idea whether the update
has been successful or not (assuming that it is not interpreting the
messages returned by done). However, if either of the transactors
has rolled back in the meantime due to insufficient funds or spontaneous failure, the ping messages will incorporate inconsistent dependence information, thus effectively resulting in rollback when
received. In the absence of failure, each transactor will eventually
receive sufficient ping messages for the checkpoint operation to
succeed; until that point, the checkpoint is a no-op.
The protocol in Fig. 5 ensures that the transfer will always complete in a consistent state, either with both accounts updated appropriately, or both left unchanged. The protocol does not deal directly
with certain combinations of message losses; however, it could easily be augmented by adding a timer transactor that periodically
re-sends ping requests if the participants have not checkpointed.
Note that we could easily interpose a currencyconverter transactor between participants which does not need to know that the
parties involved are part of a transaction—the model enables to
compose services with full transaction semantics with services that
do not have any transactional behavior in a seamless and correct
manner.

6.

OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS

In this section, we provide an operational semantics for the τ calculus. We first need to establish some notational conventions.

6.1 Notational Preliminaries
Most of the notation we use in the sequel is standard or selfexplanatory. Here, we cover a few concepts that are not standard.

Grammars as sets. We will often define sets using context-free
grammars, and will use a non-terminal of the grammar to represent
the set of all terms derivable from that non-terminal.
Lists. Given a set S, we will use [S] to denote the set of lists
defined over S, where [] denotes the empty list, and s :: ls denotes
a list cell. We will frequently use [e1 ; e2 ; . . . ; en ] as a shorthand to
denote e1 ::(e2 ::(. . . (en ::[]) . . .)). len(l) denotes the length of l,
and lastn(n, l) denotes the list consisting of the last n elements of
l (for 0 ≤ n ≤ len(l))).
f

Finite maps. Given sets S1 and S2 , S1 → S2 denotes the set

of finite partial maps from S1 to S2 , where dom(m) and ran(m)
denote the domain and range of m, respectively. We will use ∅ to
denote the empty map, m(x) to denote the element to which m
maps x, m[x 7→ e] to denote the map that is the same as m, except
that x is mapped to e, and m \ x to denote the map m0 that is the
same as m, except that x ∈
/ dom(m0 ). We will use [x 7→ e] as a
shorthand for ∅[x 7→ e]. Let m be a map, and f be a function from
ran(m) to ran(m). Then we will use m[x 7→ f ] as a shorthand
for the map m[x 7→ f (m(x))]. m0 (x) = f (m(x)). If we want
to apply f to selected elements of a map, we will sometimes use
“map comprehension” expressions such as {[x 7→ f (e)] | x ∈
dom(m), e = m(x), p(x, e)} to generate new maps from m in the
obvious way.

Multisets. If S is a set, then {{S}} denotes the set of multisets,
(i.e., bags) consisting of collections of elements of S. We will use
‘]’ to denote multiset union. We will also sometimes use “multiset
comprehension” expressions such as {{f (x) | x ∈ M, p(x)}} to
generate new multisets from M in the obvious way (multiple instances of x generate the same number of instances of f (x)). We
will use s\x to denote the multiset s0 which is the same as s, except
that one instance of x has been removed.

let bankaccount = trans
declstate hbali in
msgcase
adjhdelta, atmi ⇒
bal := !bal + delta;
if !bal < 0 then
send doneh"Not enough funds!"i to atm
rollback
else
stabilize;
send doneh"Balance update successful"i to atm
fi
| pingreqhrequesteri ⇒
send pinghi to requester
| pinghi ⇒ // may cause rollback
checkpoint
esac
etats
init
h0i
snart

let teller = trans
declstate hinacct, outacct, acksi in
msgcase
transferhdeltai ⇒
send adjhdelta, self i to !inacct;
send adjh−delta, self i to !outacct
| donehmsgi ⇒
send printlnhmsgi to stdout;
acks := !acks + 1;
if !acks = 2 then
stabilize;
send pingreqh!inaccti to !outacct;
send pingreqh!outaccti to !inacct;
send pingreqhself i to !outacct;
send pingreqhself i to !inacct
fi
| pinghi ⇒ // may cause rollback
checkpoint
esac
etats
init
hsavings, checking, 0i
snart

Figure 5: Electronic money transfer example. Illustrates nontrivial use of stabilize for a protocol similar to two-phase commit.
Note that ping messages are used to communicate status (stable or rolled-back) implicitly: checkpoints resulting from receipt of
ping messages will succeed only if all peer transactors have stabilized; otherwise it will be a no-op (if pings have not yet been received
from peers), or cause rollback (if peer is inconsistent).

Pattern Matching. When writing rules comprising the operational semantics for transactors, we will use various pattern matching constructs, both to determine the applicability of a particular
rule, and to match components of terms to variables. In addition to
the usual convention of building patterns by applying term constructors to variables, we will also use the following additional
pattern-related conventions: The underscore character ‘ ’ matches
any term. The pattern m[x 7→ p] matches any map m0 for which
x ∈ dom(m0 ) and p matches m0 (x); the variable m is then bound
to the map m0 \ x. Finally, the pattern s ] {x} matches any multiset
s0 , in which case x is bound to an arbitrary element of s0 , and s is
bound to the multiset s0 \ x.

6.2 Reduction Contexts
Each transition rule of our operational semantics will refer to a
particular redex term within the lambda term encoding a transactor’s behavior. As is standard for lambda calculi, we will use the
notion of reduction contexts of the form R(2) to distinguish the
redex on which the transition rule will operate. Each reduction context is a special term with a single “hole” element 2, defined such
that a transactor behavior can be uniquely decomposed into exactly
one redex and one reduction context. Our definitions for redex and
reduction context are completely standard and are covered in [10].

6.3 Transactor Configurations
Fig. 6 depicts a collection of semantic domains that the τ calculus operational semantics will manipulate.
A volatility value w ∈ W encodes the fact that a transactor is
volatile (w = V(n) for some n ≥ 0) or stable (w = S(n), n ≥ 0).
The value of n will be referred to as an incarnation.
A history h ∈ H encodes the checkpoint history of a transactor.
A history h = hw, lh i encodes the fact that the transactor which
refers to h has volatility value w, and has checkpointed len(lh )
times since its creation, where the values in the list lh reflect the
incarnation at which each checkpoint occurred.
The τ -calculus semantics defines four operations on histories:

1. When a transactor is created, its history is initialized to
hV(0), []i.
2. When a transactor with history hV(n), lh i rolls back, its
incarnation is incremented by 1, i.e., its history becomes
hV(n + 1), lh i.
3. If a transactor with history hS(n), lh i checkpoints, its history
becomes hV(0), n :: lh i.
4. If a transactor with history hV(n), lh i stabilizes, its history
becomes hS(n), lh i.
Dependence maps ∆ are critical auxiliary structures that can informally be thought of as encoding the states of all transactors on
which some value depends. More precisely, a dependence map
maps each transactor name t on which it is defined to a history value
associated with t. Dependence maps are associated with three distinct semantic components of a transactor: the transactors on which
t is dependent for its existence (the creation dependence map), the
transactors on which t’s current state depends (the state dependence map), and the transactors on which the value of the current
redex depends (the behavioral dependence map). By separating
a transactor’s dependences into three components, we can distinguish those dependences related to creation from those related to
state (which have radically different semantic consequences), and
avoid the creation of spurious dependences when, e.g., a transactor
never reads its state.
A transactor τ ∈ S = hb, s√ ; e, s ; δs , δc , δb i is a 7-tuple containing the following components: The volatile state component s
contains τ ’s current state; we say that s is volatile since its value
is lost in the event of τ ’s failure. By contrast, the persistent state
component s√ encodes the last value of s stored by a checkpoint
operation; this state is resilient to failure and models stable storage. The behavior of τ , i.e., its fixed response to every incoming
message, is represented by b; in order to be well-formed, b must
be a lambda expression. The evaluation state component, e, is an
expression (generally partially evaluated) representing the current

W
H

∆
S
M

Θ
K

::=
::=
=
::=
::=
=
::=

V(N ) | S(N )
hW, [N ]i

Volatility value
Transactor history

f

T →H
hV, V ; E, V ; ∆, ∆, ∆i
T ⇐ hV, ∆i
f

T →S
{{M}} | Θ

Dependence map
Transactor
Message
Name service
Transactor configuration

Figure 6: Semantic domains.

‘#’ encodes the fact that a transactor has rolled back. A volatile
transactor can roll itself back (the first case for ‘#’) or be rolled
back “spontaneously” due to node failure or inconsistent state; a
stable transactor (the second case) only rolls back if its state is
found to be inconsistent. The ’→♦ ’ transition encodes the fact that
a transactor has stabilized, and ’→√ ’ encodes the fact that a transactor has checkpointed. Since these relations are functions, we will
sometimes speak of “applying” them to a history to yield a new
history.
We can now define the following composite relation:
;

state of the evaluation of a transactor’s behavior. The state dependence map component, δs , is a dependence map that encodes the
fact that the state of τ is dependent (transitively) on the states of
all of the transactors in dom(δs ), whose histories are encoded in
the map. The creation dependence map component, δc , is similar
to δs , except that it records information about the transitive dependence of τ on the parent transactor that initially created τ . Finally,
the behavioral dependence map component, δb , represents the behavioral dependences of the transactor, i.e., the dependences of the
current redex under evaluation.
Note that we use both commas and semicolons to separate components of a transactor. There is no semantic distinction between
the two; this is a purely syntactic convention designed to separate transactor components into three (semicolon-separated) “logical clusters” for easier reading. These clusters represent, respectively, persistent (i.e., durable) components that survive failures (b
and s√ ), volatile components that generally do not survive failures
(e and s), and dependence information (δs , δc , and δb ).
A message m ∈ M contains a target transactor name encoding the message’s destination, a value representing the message’s
payload, and a dependence map encoding the transitive closure of
transactors on which the message’s payload is dependent.
A transactor configuration k ∈ K is a pair consisting of a network, a multiset of messages, and a nameserver map from transactor names to transactors. The network serves to buffer messages
sent among the transactors in the configuration. The multiset representation for the network encodes the fact that the order in which
messages sent to the same transactor are received is unrelated to the
order in which they were sent (even from the same sender).

6.4 History and Dependence Map Operations
In this section, we define a number of auxiliary operations on
histories, dependence maps, and related structures that will be required by the operational semantics.

Basic history operations. We begin by defining some basic
operations on histories. Let h = hw, lh i be a history. Then h
is stable, notated ♦(h), if w = S(n) for some n; otherwise h
is volatile. If lh is √
nonempty, i.e., it has checkpointed, then h is
persistent, notated (h); otherwise, h is ephemeral. The empty
history hV(0), []i will be denoted by H0 .

Relations on histories. Next, we define some relations on histories that will be used in the transition rules in the operational
semantics for the τ -calculus. ’#’, ’→♦ ’, and ’→√ ’ are the least
relations satisfying the following conditions:
hV(n), lh i
hS(n), lh i
hV(n), lh )i
hS(n), lh i

#
#
→♦
→√

hV(n + 1), lh i
hV(n + 1), lh i
hS(n), lh i
hV(0), n :: lh i

(“rolls back to”)
(“rolls back to”)
(“stabilizes to”)
(“checkpoints to”)

‘#’, ‘→♦ ’, and ‘→√ ’ represent all of the valid “single-step” transitions that a history associated with a single transactor can make:

,

(# ∪ →♦ ∪ →√ )

(“is succeeded by”)

Intuitively, h1 ;∗ h2 if h1 and h2 are valid histories for the same
transactor (say, τ ), and h2 occurs after h1 in some execution trace
for τ . ‘;∗ ’ defines a partial order on histories. We will say that
histories h1 and h2 are comparable if either h1 ;∗ h2 or h2 ;∗
h1 .
Finally, we have the following relation:
o

,

# · ;∗

(“is superseded by”)

Intuitively, h1 o h2 if h2 is a history of a transactor that rolled
back from the state represented by history h1 , then proceeded to
do zero or more additional operations. Thus the state represented
by h2 supersedes the obsolete state represented by h1 . We will say
that two histories are consistent if neither supersedes the other.
Given consistent histories h1 and h2 we define the sharpening
operation, notated h1 ] h2 , as follows:
h1 ] h2

=

8 0
< h

: h
1

if there exists h0 such that
h1 →♦ h0 ;∗ h2
otherwise

Intuitively, if h1 is not stable, and h2 is reachable (via ‘;∗ ’) from
h1 via an intermediate history h0 which is the stable form of h1 ,
then the sharpening operation yields h0 , otherwise it is a no-op.
The sharpening operation is used to “update” dependence information about peer transactors that have stabilized since their last
communication.

Operations on dependence maps. Let δ1 and δ2 be dependence maps. Then δ1 is invalidated by δ2 , notated δ1 o δ2 if
and only if there exists t such that t ∈ dom(δ1 ) ∩ dom(δ2 ) and
δ1 (t) o δ2 (t).
Let δ1 and δ2 be dependence maps. Then their union, denoted
δ1 ⊕ δ2 , is defined as follows:
8
max ;∗ (δ1 (t), δ2 (t))
>
>
>
>
when t ∈ dom(δ1 ) ∩ dom(δ2 ) and
>
<
δ1 (t) and δ2 (t) are comparable
(δ1 ⊕ δ2 )(t) =
δ1 (t) when t ∈ dom(δ1 ), t ∈
/ dom(δ2 )
>
>
>
>
/ dom(δ1 ), t ∈ dom(δ2 )
>
: δ2 (t) when t ∈
undef. otherwise

We extend the sharpening operation on histories to consistent
dependence maps δ1 and δ2 as follows:
(δ1 ] δ2 )(t)

=

8
< δ1 (t) ] δ2 (t)
: δ (t)
1

when
t ∈ dom(δ1 ) ∩ dom(δ2 )
otherwise

Let δ be a dependence map. Then δ is independent, notated ♦(δ)
if for all t ∈ dom(δ), ♦(δ(t)); otherwise, δ is dependent.

Characterizing transactors. Let
τ = hb, s√ ; e, s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i

be a transactor bound to name t in some transactor configuration
Then we will say that τ is stable if ♦(h) and volatile otherwise.
Transactor τ is independent if ♦(δs ⊕ δc \ t) (i.e., τ depends on

no unstable transactors other than itself) and dependent otherwise.
Transactor
√τ is ready if e = ready, and busy otherwise; it is persistent if (h) and ephemeral otherwise; it is initial if s = s√ and
non-initial otherwise. If τ is persistent, independent, ready, and
initial, we will say that it is resilient.
When not otherwise qualified, we will refer to the volatile state
of τ , i.e., s, as simply the state of τ . If τ is both stable and independent, we will say that it is a daemon. Daemons can be used
to model humans or other “external agents” in a system that send
and receive messages, are resilient to (system!) failure, but do not
“participate” in global state.

Operations on configurations. Let k = µ | θ be a config-

uration. Then we will use net (k) to denote the network µ, and
ns(k) to denote the nameserver θ. The domain of k, denoted
by dom(k) is the set of all transactors in k’s name service map,
i.e., dom(ns(k)). Given a configuration k and a transactor name
t ∈ dom(k), we will use k(t) as a shorthand for the transactor
(ns(k))(t). We will say that a configuration k is ready or resilient
iff for all t ∈ dom(k), k(t) is ready or resilient, respectively.

6.5 Transactor
Rules

Configuration

Transition

We will divide the transition rules of the τ -calculus into two principal classes: those representing normal transitions, where the only
form of failure allowed is message loss, and node failure transitions
representing either spontaneous node failures or rules designed to
manage inconsistencies resulting from such failures.
The set of normal transitions will be represented by the composite transition relation ‘−→
’, which is the relational union of the
^
primitive transition rules in Fig. 8 and 9. The transition rules in
Figs. 8 encode the “classical” semantics of the Actor model [1].
The transition rules in Fig. 9 augment the classical semantics
with additional operations for managing consistency (e.g., creating
checkpoints).
The set of node failure transitions will be represented by the
composite transition relation ‘−→
’, which is the relational union
_
of the primitive transition rules in all of Figs. 10 and 11. The transition rules in Figure 10 model “spontaneous” node failures; i.e.,
failures beyond the control of the transactors themselves. The transition rules in Figure 11 define the semantics of “program-induced”
failures via the rollback operation, and other operations to handle
inconsistencies resulting from failures.
We will use ‘−→’ to denote an arbitrary τ -calculus transition,
τ
i.e., −→=−→
∪ −→
^
_
τ

In the following sections, we will consider each collection of
rules in turn. While the number of transition rules may appear
somewhat daunting initially, we believe that each of them encodes
a “semantically orthogonal” component of τ -calculus semantics in
a reasonably natural way.

Pure Reduction Rules. Fig. 7 depicts a set of standard pure
reduction rules for lambda terms encoding transactor behaviors.
These rules are “imported” into the classical actor calculus whose
transition rules are depicted in Fig. 8.

Transition Rules for Basic Actor Semantics. Fig. 8 depicts the collection of transition rules that encode the semantics of
the Actor model [1]. The semantics is loosely modeled after the
semantics of Agha et al.[3], but with a significantly different treatment of state. In the rules of Fig. 8 as well as other rules in the

[pur1]
[pur2]
[pur3]
[pur4]
[pur5]
[pur6]
[pur7]

((λx. e) v) −→λ e[v/x]
fst(hv1 , i) −→λ v1
snd(h , v2 i) −→λ v2
if true then e1 else fi −→λ e1
if false then else e2 fi −→λ e2
letrec x = v in e ni −→λ
e[(v[(letrec x = v in e ni)/x])/x]
f (v1 , . . . , vn ) −→λ v
(f ∈ F , v = [[f ]](v1 , . . . , vn ))

Figure 7: Pure reduction rules.
t

sequel, the relation −→ is a single-step transition relation on transl

actor configurations. Single-step transitions will be annotated with
both the name of the applicable rule and a distinguished transactor
name t to which the relation will be said to apply. Given a transactor configuration k that maps transactor name t to transactor τ ,
it will be convenient to refer to τ by its name, t. We now consider
each rule in turn.
[pure] This rule applies one of the pure reduction rules depicted
in Fig. 7 to the behavior of a transactor.
[new] This rule creates a new transactor t0 with behavior b0 and
initial state s0 . The persistent state is initially nil since t0 has not
yet checkpointed. The state dependence map for t0 is initialized
to refer to itself: a transactor is always dependent on itself (while
this information may appear to be redundant, it avoids technical
problems when a transactor sends messages to itself, which among
other things is a convenient way to encode “continuations” to be
performed following checkpoints). The creation dependence map
for t0 is the dependence map union of the creation dependences
and behavioral dependences for the creating transactor and a mapping for the creating transactor (t) itself. This map encodes those
transactors on whose states t0 ’s creation is transitively dependent.
Note that the behavioral dependence map for t is updated to encode
a dependence on the newly-created transactor. This “contravariant” dependence is critical for ensuring that the persistent state of
a transactor cannot refer to an ephemeral (i.e., noncheckpointed)
transactor.
[send] This rule encodes the act of sending message m with payload vm to transactor t2 . The message is “tagged” with the creation
and behavioral dependences of the sender (transactor t1 ), as well
as a dependence on t1 itself. Thus m carries information about the
transactors on which it is transitively dependent. Note that it is not
necessary to incorporate the state dependences of the sender; those
are included in the behavioral dependence map if the state is ever
read.
[rcv1] This rule encodes message receipt. Note that messages are
selected from the network component of a configuration nondeterministically. Thus while our model assumes guaranteed message
delivery, it does not guarantee order of delivery. The preconditions
of the rule ensure that no received message either invalidates the
state or creation of the receiver t, nor is invalidated by t. The preconditions always hold in the absence of failures; rules addressing
the failure of these preconditions are addressed below. As a result
of message receipt, the behavioral dependences of t are updated to
contain the dependences of the received message, and t’s behavior
(a lambda expression) is applied to the message. Finally, t’s current
state and creation dependence maps are updated by the sharpening
operation (‘]’) to reflect new information about those dependences
contained in the arriving message. In particular, we need to determine if any previously volatile transactors on which t is dependent
have now become stable.
[get], [set1] These rules model retrieving and setting state, which

we model as a single (possibly composite) cell. Note that in the
case of rule [get], the updated behavioral dependence map δb0 encodes a dependence on the state, symmetrically, rule [set1] adds
information in the behavioral dependence map to update the state
dependence map, δs0 . Among other things, this semantics ensures
that if a transactor t does not update its state in the course of processing a message from another transactor t0 on which t was not
previously dependent, t will not become dependent on t0 .
[self] This rule encodes retrieval of the transactor’s own name.

Core Transactor Transition Rules. The rules depicted in
Fig. 9 augment the basic actor transitions of Fig. 8 with additional
rules for managing distributed state, as follows:
[set2] This rule causes the expression setstate(v) to be ignored
when target transactor t is stable; this encodes a “promise” to peer
transactors that t will not voluntarily update its state or roll back
(however, it may nonetheless be rolled back due to inconsistencies).
[sta1], [sta2] These rules encode the stabilization operation. Stabilization inhibits further state updates and rollback operations
(via rules [set2] and [rol1]), renders the transactor resilient to spontaneous failure (due to the absence of rules for such failures in
Fig. 10), and is a prerequisite to checkpointing (rule [chk1]). Rule
[sta1] applies if the transactor is currently volatile; it simply updates the transactor’s history to reflect the fact that it is stable. Rule
[sta2] encodes the fact that stabilization is a no-op if the transactor
is already stable.
[chk1], [chk2] These rules encode the checkpoint operation.
The preconditions of rules [chk1] and [chk2] determine whether t
has received messages from all of the transactors on which it is dependent indicating that those transactors have stabilized or checkpointed the relevant dependent states. If the checkpoint operation
succeeds (rule [chk1]), the volatile state of t is stored in t’s persistent state, t’s history is updated to reflect the checkpoint, and the
state dependences of t are reset, and the creation and behavioral
dependence maps are reset to ∅. Thus in addition to storing volatile
state persistently, the dependence map resetting performed by the
checkpoint operation has the effect of bounding the amount of dependence information that must be tracked across checkpoints. The
resetting of the creation dependence map to ∅ implies that this map
is only non-empty for ephemeral transactors. If the preconditions
for checkpointing do not hold, rule [chk2] causes it to behave like
ready.
[rol1] Rule [rol1] encodes the fact that programmatic rollback is
disallowed when t is stable; in this case, rollback behaves as if it
were ready.
[dep1], [dep2] These rules determine whether t is dependent on
any non-stable transactors other than itself.
[lose] Finally, this rule models the fact that under “normal circumstances” messages may be lost after being sent. We assume
that such losses are relatively rare; however it may initially seem
odd to make message loss an element of normal transactor behavior at all. In part, this is a consequence of our global consistency
semantics, which trades the possibility of global inconsistency for
the possibility of message loss, hence transforming the programmer’s burden from reasoning about global failures (about which
they can have no knowledge in general), to reasoning about a local
failure in the form of lost messages. However, as a practical matter,
even programs running in systems with guarantees about message
delivery must effectively reason about the possibility of message
loss, since they typically must incorporate time-outs to deal with
protracted message latencies (which then become indistinguishable
from losses).

Failure Transitions. The rules depicted in Fig. 10 model spontaneous node failure caused by faults. In realistic systems, these
rules will be applied far less frequently than the non-failure rules.
[fl1] This rule models the transient node failure of a persistent,
volatile transactor. In such cases, the state of the transactor reverts
to the stored persistent state, and the state dependence information
is reinitialized. This rule assumes that a persistent transactor is
capable of checkpointing intermediate states to stable storage, then
restoring such checkpoints after a failure (e.g., following a reboot
or software recovery).
[fl2] This rule models the permanent node failure of an
ephemeral transactor: it is annihilated. This rule models systems
that cannot checkpoint intermediate states to stable storage; these
systems are assumed to fail by stopping permanently.
Note that if a transactor is stable, no failure rule applies. This
means in practice that the “program counter” for intermediate evaluation states of a stable transactor’s behavior must be logged to
persistent storage. While this may seem like a rather onerous requirement, we expect that the number of intermediate states in computations performed by a stable transactor will be minimal. Also,
many optimizations are possible to minimize the overhead of this
requirement in practice, e.g., deferring all “side effects” (message
sends or transactor creations) to cause them to be executed during
a (local) ACID transaction of short duration.
Transactor Rules for Managing Inconsistency. The final collection of rules, depicted in Fig. 11, encode programmatic
rollback and manage the inconsistencies that result from explicit
rollback or inconsistencies due to incoming messages. The inconsistency management rules are as follows:
[rol2], [rol3] These rules (along with [rol1]) above encode the
rollback operation. Rule [rol1] encodes the fact that programmatic rollback is disallowed when t is stable; in this case, rollback behaves as if it were ready. Rule [rol2] encodes the fact that
if an ephemeral (non-checkpointed) transactor rolls back, it disappears, i.e., is annihilated (among other things, this behavior allows
certain transactors to “dispose of themselves” when their work is
done). Otherwise, rule [rol3] encodes the fact that rollback resets
the (volatile) state to the last stored persistent state; in addition, the
state, creation, and behavioral dependences are reinitialized.
[rcv2] This rule applies when the dependences associated with
an incoming message are invalidated by the state or creation dependences associated with t. This occurs if the message depends
on an earlier incarnation of some dependent transactor than t does.
In this case, the message is ignored to ensure global consistency.
[rcv3] This rule applies when the dependences associated with
an incoming message m supersede the state dependences (but not
the creation dependences) associated with t, and t is persistent. In
such cases, t is effectively rolled back to ensure global consistency,
and the result is the same as in rule [rol3].
[rcv4] This rule applies when an ephemeral transactor’s state or
creation dependences are invalidated by an incoming message. In
this case, t cannot roll back since there is no checkpoint to roll back
to; instead, it is annihilated to ensure global consistency.

7. FORMAL PROPERTIES
In this section, we define what it means for a system such as
the τ -calculus to be well-behaved. In particular, we prove certain
soundness and liveness properties appropriate for the τ -calculus.
For soundness, we show that a trace (i.e., a transition sequence)
containing node failures and inconsistencies is equivalent to a normal trace, i.e., one containing no node failures, but possibly message losses. We also show that checkpointing is possible, assuming

[pure] Evaluate pure redex.
e −→λ e0

rdx
e ∈ EP

t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ e ], s ; δs , δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ e0 ], s ; δs , δc , δb i]
[pure]

[new] Create new transactor.
µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ trans b0 init s0 snart ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i]
t

−→

[new]

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ t0 ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb ⊕ δ 0 i][t0 7→ hb0 , nil ; ready, s0 ; δ 0 , δc ⊕ δb ⊕ [t 7→ h], ∅i]

t0 ∈
/ dom(θ) ∪ {t}
δ 0 = [t0 7→ H0 ]

[send] Send message, piggybacking dependence information.
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ send vm to t0 ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i] −→ (µ ] {t0 ⇐ hvm , δc ⊕ δb ⊕ [t 7→ h]i}) | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ nil ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i]
[send]

[rcv1] Message dependences not invalidated by transactor; transactor dependences not invalidated by message: process message normally.
¬(δsc o δm )
¬(δm o δsc )
(µ ] {t ⇐ hvm , δm i}) | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ ready ], s ; δs , δc , i]

t

−→

[rcv1]

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; (b vm ), s ; δs ] δm , δc ] δm , δm i]

δsc = δs ⊕ δc

[get] Retrieve state.
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ getstate ], s ; δs , δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ s ], s ; δs , δc , δb ⊕ δs i]
[get]

[set1] Transactor is volatile: setting state succeeds.
¬♦(h)
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ setstate(s) ], ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ true ], s ; δs [t 7→ h] ⊕ δb , δc , δb i]
[set1]

[self] Yields reference to own name.
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ self ], s ; δs , δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ t ], s ; δs , δc , δb i]
[self]

Figure 8: Transition rules encoding basic actor semantics.
certain reasonable preconditions. First, we need some preliminary
definitions.

7.1 Preliminary Definitions
Traces. If S = {R1 , R2 , . . . , Rm } is a set of binary relations

and R = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ . . . ∪ Rm , we will refer to R0 as a composite
relation based on the basis set S of primitive relations. In general,
primitive relations will represent “single step” transition relations
for an operational semantics. If S is a basis set of primitive relations
such that for all R1 , R2 ∈ S, R1 ∩ R2 = ∅, we will say that S
is an orthogonal basis set. Let S = {R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn } be a set
of primitive relations, and R0 be the composite relation based on
S. Then we will refer to a (possibly empty) sequence of primitive
relations from the set S as an R0 -trace. Given an initial value x0
and an R0 -trace ρ = Ri1 Ri2 . . . Rim over an orthogonal basis
set, there exists a unique sequence x0 x1 . . . xm such that
x0 (Ri1 · Ri2 · · · Rim ) xm
In this case, we will use the trace ρ to refer either to the sequence of relations Ri1 Ri2 . . . Rim or the sequence of values
x0 x1 . . . xm−1 , and will also feel free to treat ρ as the set of values {x0 , x1 , . . . , xm−1 } when convenient. Note that we adopt the
convention that the value sequence represented includes the initial
element of the transition sequence, but not the final element. We
ρ
will frequently use the notation x0 −→∗ xm when ρ is an S-trace,
and −→ is the composite relation based on S. We will use  to
denote an empty trace, and len(ρ) to denote the length of a trace ρ.

Configuration well-formedness. In this section, we define
what it means for a transactor configuration to be “sensible” with
respect to its history annotations. Let τ = hb, s√ ; e, s; δs , δc , δb i be
a transactor, and let t0 be an arbitrary transactor name. Then the set
of histories of t0 associated with τ is denoted by histories (t0 , τ ),

defined by
histories (t0 , τ ) ,
{h0 | δs (t0 ) = h0 or δc (t0 ) = h0 or δb (t0 ) = h0 }

Note that this set is not necessarily a singleton; e.g., τ ’s creation
can be dependent on one checkpointed version of t0 , and its current
state on a different version.
Let µ be a network, and t be an arbitrary transactor name.
Then the set of histories of t associated with µ is denoted by
histories(t, µ), defined by
histories (t, µ) , {h | ( ⇐ h , δm [t 7→ h]i) ∈ µ}

Let k be a well-formed transactor configuration, and t be a transactor such that t ∈ dom(k). Then the principal history of t in k is
denoted by history (t, k), and is defined by
history(t, k) ,
δs (t) such that k(t) = (hb, s√ ; e, s ; δs , δc , δb i)

Let k be a configuration. Then the set of t-dependent node histories in k is denoted by depHists(t, k), and is defined by
depHists(t, k) =

[

histories (t0 , k(t))

t0 ∈(dom (k)\t)

Thus depHists(t, k) yields the set of all histories of t present
in nodes of k with the exception of its principal history. Given
configuration k, a transactor t in dom(k) is garbage if t ∈
/
depHists (t0 , k) for any other transactor t0 .
We will say that a configuration k is well-formed iff the following
conditions hold:
1. For all t
∈
dom(k) such that k(t)
=
(hb, s√ ; e, s ; δs , δc , δb i), t ∈ dom(δs ), and if
√
(history (t, k)), then δc = ∅.
2. For all h ∈ depHists(t, k), h ;∗ history (t, k)

[set2] Transactor is stable: attempt to set state fails.

♦(h)
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ setstate( ) ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ false ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i]
[set2]

[sta1] Transactor is volatile: stabilization causes it to become stable.
h →♦ h0
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ stabilize ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ nil ], s ; δs [t 7→ h0 ], δc , δb i]
[sta1]

[sta2] Transactor currently stable: stabilize is a no-op.

♦(h)
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ stabilize ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ nil ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i]
[sta2]

[chk1] Transactor is stable and independent: checkpoint succeeds.
♦(δs [t 7→ h] ⊕ δc )

t

h →√ h0

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, ; R[ checkpoint ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s ; ready, s ; [t 7→ h0 ], ∅, ∅i]
[chk1]

[chk2] Transactor is dependent or volatile: checkpoint simply behaves like ready.
¬♦(δs ⊕ δc )
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ checkpoint ], s ; δs , δc , i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; ready, s ; δs , δc , ∅i]
[chk2]

[rol1] Transactor is stable: rollback simply behaves like ready.
♦(h)
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ rollback ], s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; ready, s ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , ∅i]
[rol1]

[dep1] Transactor is independent: yields false.

♦((δs ⊕ δc ) \ t)
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ dependent? ], s ; δs , δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ false ], s ; δs , δc , δb i]
[dep1]

[dep2] Transactor is dependent: yields true.
¬♦((δs ⊕ δc ) \ t)
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ dependent? ], s ; δs , δc , δb i] −→ µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ true ], s ; δs , δc , δb i]
[dep2]

[lose] Message loss.
m
(µ ] {m}) | θ −→ µ | θ
[lose]

Figure 9: Transition rules encoding basic transactor semantics.
[fl1] Spontaneous failure of volatile, persistent√transactor causes rollback.
(h)
¬♦(h)
h # h0
t

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; , ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , δb i]

−→
[fl1]

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; ready, s√ ; δs [t 7→ h0 ], δc , δb i]

[fl2] Spontaneous failure √
of volatile, ephemeral transactor causes it to be annihilated.
¬ (h)
¬♦(h)
µ | θ[t 7→ h , nil ; , ; δs [t 7→ h], , i]

t

−→
[fl2]

µ|θ

Figure 10: Transition rules modeling spontaneous failures.
In other words, for a configuration to be well-formed, every transactor t must have its own history in its state dependence map and its
creation dependence map must be empty if t has checkpointed. In
addition, a transactor’s principal history must be the “most recent”
of all the histories of t associated with other transactors in k.
L EMMA 1 (W ELL -F ORMEDNESS P RESERVATION ). Let k be
a well-formed configuration, and let k0 be a configuration such that
ρ
k −→∗ k0 . Then k0 is also well-formed.
τ

P ROOF. Straightforward induction on len(ρ).

Configuration consistency. In this section, we define notions
of consistency for transactor configurations. Inconsistent configu-

rations will correspond to transactors whose states are inconsistent
due to node failures. Let τ = hb, s√ ; e, s ; δs , δc , δb i be a transactor. Then the composite dependence map for τ , notated maps(τ )
is defined by maps(τ ) , δs ⊕ δc ⊕ δb . Let k be a configuration, and t ∈ dom(k) be a transactor name. Then the composite dependence map for t in k, notated maps(t, k), is defined by
maps(t, k) = maps(k(t)).
Given a configuration k, we will say that a transactor t ∈
dom(k) is consistent (with respect to k) if there exists no t0
in dom(k) such that maps(t, k)(t0 ) o history (t0 , k). In other
words, k is dependent on no other transactor t0 for which the
state of t0 is currently inconsistent with t. Similarly, a message
(t ⇐ h , δm i) ∈ ns(k) is consistent (with respect to k) if there
exists no t0 in dom(k) such that δm (t0 ) o history (t0 , k).

[rol2] Transactor is volatile and ephemeral: rollback
causes transactor to be annihilated.
√
¬♦(h)
¬ (h)
µ | θ[t 7→ h , nil ; R[ rollback ], ; δs [t 7→ h], , i]

t

−→

[rol2]

µ|θ

[rol3] Transactor is volatile and persistent: rollback reverts state
state saved by last checkpoint.
√ to contents of persistent
¬♦(h)
(h)
h # h0
µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ rollback ], ; δs [t 7→ h], , i]

t

−→

[rol3]

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; ready, s√ ; [t 7→ h0 ], ∅, ∅i]

[rcv2] Message dependences invalidated by those of transactor but not vice-versa: discard message.
δm o δsc
¬(δsc o δm )
(µ ] {t ⇐ h , δm i}) | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ ready ], s ; δs , δc , i]

t

δsc = δs ⊕ δc

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; ready, s ; δs , δc , ∅i]

−→

[rcv2]

[rcv3] State dependences (but not creation dependences) invalidated by message and transactor
is persistent: transactor rolls back.
√
δs [t 7→ h] o δm
¬(δc o δm )
(h)
h # h0
t

µ ] {t ⇐ hvm , δm i} | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; R[ ready ], ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , i]

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; ready, s√ ; [t 7→ h0 ], ∅, ∅i]

−→

[rcv3]

[rcv4] State or creation dependences invalidated by message
√ and transactor is ephemeral: transactor is annihilated.
δsc = δs [t 7→ h] ⊕ δc
δsc o δm
¬ (h)
t

(µ ] {t ⇐ h , δm i}) | θ[t 7→ h , nil ; R[ ready ], ; δs [t 7→ h], δc , i]

−→

µ|θ

[rcv4]

Figure 11: Transition rules for programmatic rollback and consistency management.
We will say that nameserver θ is consistent if for all t ∈ dom(θ),
t is consistent. A well-formed network µ is consistent if for all
m ∈ µ, m is consistent. A configuration k is network consistent if
net (k) is consistent with respect to k and node consistent if ns(k)
is consistent with respect to k. Finally, a configuration k is consistent if it is both network consistent and node consistent.

Let t be a transactor, k be t-consistent configuration, and ĥ =
history (t, k). Then k ≈t,ĥ k0 if k0 = revertĥ (t, k). The relation
‘≈’, read “equivalence modulo history” is then defined as the least
equivalence relation satisfying

Configuration equivalence modulo history. In this sec-

The relation ‘≈’ is a very weak form of configuration equivalence akin to α-equivalence in the lambda calculus or structural
congruences in process calculi. The idea is that two configurations
that are identical up to certain inconsequential differences in dependence information behave identically. This fact is embodied in
the following lemma:

tion, we define a simple notion of transactor equivalence that is
oblivious to certain inconsequential differences in dependence information. Given two histories h and ĥ, such that ĥ is a predecessor history to h, the reversion operation revertĥ (h) defines a
new history h0 that is “the same” as h, except that the operations
represented by ĥ do not occur:
revertĥ (h)

=

8 0
h
>
>
<
>
>
:

h

if there exists ĥ0 such that
ρ
ĥ0 # ĥ ;∗ h and
ρ
0
0
ĥ0 ;∗ h
otherwise

The definition above will be critical to defining a node-failure free
trace from a corresponding trace with node failures: if ĥ represents a set of failing operations in a transactor, we will “extract”
those operations from a trace and update other histories h using
revertĥ (h).
Let t be a transactor name, h be a history, and k be a transactor
configuration. Then reverth (t, k) is defined as follows:
reverth (t, µ | θ) , µ0 | θ 0
where
µ0 = {{ (t0 ⇐ hvm , δm [t 7→ reverth ]i)
| (t0 ⇐ hvm , δm i) ∈ µ }}
and
θ 0 = {[ t0 7→ h b, s√ ; e, s ;
δs [t 7→ reverth ],
δc [t 7→ reverth ],
δb [t 7→ reverth ] i ]
0
| t ∈ dom(θ) and
√
(hb, s ; e, s ; δs , δc , δb i) = θ(t0 )
}

(Recall that δs [t 7→ reverth ] is shorthand for the map δs [t 7→
reverth (δs (t))]; similarly for the other maps).
If ρ is a trace, we will use reverth (t, ρ) to denote the trace ρ0 resulting from replacing every configuration k ∈ ρ by reverth (t, k).

k ≈t,h k0 for some t, h

=⇒

k ≈ k0

L EMMA 2 (B EHAVIOR OF ≈-E QUIVALENT C ONFIGURATIONS ).
Let k1 and k2 be configurations such that k1 ≈ k2 , and ρ be
ρ
a trace such that k1 −→∗ k10 . Then there exists k20 such that
τ

ρ

k2 −→∗ k20 and k2 ≈ k20 .
τ

P ROOF. Straightforward induction on len(ρ) and the definition
of ‘≈’.

Cycle Properties. Let ρ be a −→
∗ trace. Then a nonempty
τ

trace ρ is a t-sequence if all primitive transitions in ρ have the form
t
−→, i.e., all transitions are applicable to a transactor named t. A
l

cycle-terminating transition is any primitive transition rule in −→∗
τ

that either takes the form

µ | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; e, s ; δs , δc , δb i]

µ0 | θ[t 7→ hb, s√ ; ready, s ; δs , δc , δb i]

or

t

µ | θ[t 7→ τ ] −→
l

t

−→
l

µ0 | θ

In other words, a cycle-terminating transition either causes a transactor’s evaluation state to become ready, or results in the annihilation of some transactor. A t-trace c is a t-cycle if c = c0 r where
c0 is a −→ trace, and r is a cycle-terminating transition.
τ

L EMMA 3 (C YCLE D ECOMPOSITION ). Let k1 and k2 be
ρ
well-formed and ready configurations such that k1 −→∗ k2 . Then
τ

there exists a trace ρ0 of the form

7.3 Universal Checkpointing

ρ̂ = λ0 ct11 λ1 . . . ctnn λn
where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ctii is a ti -cycle, and for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n, λj
is a (possibly empty) message loss trace of the form −→∗, such that
[lose]

ρ0

k1 −→∗ k2 . We will refer to the trace ρ̂ as a cycle decomposition
τ

of ρ.

P ROOF. By induction on len(ρ). Define a total ordering on all
transactor names present in ρ. Permute pairs of primitive non-loss
transitions in ρ not consistent with the total ordering, and permute
loss/non-loss pairs. The resulting trace has the desired form.

7.2 Simulation Without Node Failures
Given the preceding definitions, we are now in a position to
prove that arbitrary τ -calculus traces can be simulated by traces
containing only the node failure free subset of the τ -calculus. We
first require the following key lemma:
L EMMA 4 (S IMULATION ). Let k1α , k2α , k1β , and k2β be wellformed configurations, α and β be traces such that
α

k1α −→∗ k2α
τ

and

β

β
k1β −→
∗ k2
^

T# and T! be sets of transactor names, and M! be a network (i.e.,
a multiset of messages). Assume k1α , k2α , k1β , k2β , α, β, T# , T! , and
M! all satisfy the following conditions:
1. k1α , k1β , and k2β are resilient and network consistent.
2. For all k ∈ β, k is node consistent.

3. T# ⊆ dom(k1β ), and for all t ∈ T# , history (t, k2α ) #
history (t, k1β ) and k1β (t) is initial.
4. For all t ∈ dom(k1β ) \ T# , k2α (t) = k1β (t).
5. T! ∪ dom(k1β ) = dom(k2α ), and√for all t ∈ T! such that
h = history (t, k2α ), ¬♦(h) and ¬ (h).
6. M! ] net (k1β ) = net (k2α ), and for all m ∈ M! , m is inconsistent with respect to k2α .
0

0

Then there exists configuration k2β and trace α0 such that k2β ≈
k2β and
γ

k1α −→∗ k2β

The proof of this theorem effectively shows how global reasoning
about state inconsistencies can be reduced to local reasoning about
the possibility of message loss.

0

τ

P ROOF. By induction on the length of a cycle decomposition
of α. Full details may be found in a companion technical report
[10].
We are now in a position to prove our main simulation theorem:
T HEOREM 1 (S IMULATION W ITHOUT N ODE FAILURES ).
Let k1 and k2 be well-formed, resilient, and consistent configurations such that k1 −→∗ k2 . Then there exists k20 such that k2 ≈ k20

The other critical τ -calculus property is liveness, i.e., that it is
possible to reach global checkpoints using the transactor model operational semantics. Of course, not all transactor programs can
reach global checkpoints. Indeed, a trivial program with a transactor that sends messages introducing dependencies, but never stabilizes or tries to checkpoint, will eliminate the ability of its dependents to reach checkpoints. We therefore introduce a Universal
Checkpointing Protocol (UCP) that assumes a set of preconditions
that will entail global checkpointing for a set of transactors T . We
also prove that under those preconditions, the protocol terminates
and therefore, a global checkpoint is reached.
D EFINITION 1 (UCP P RECONDITIONS ). Let D be the set of
transactors T and the transitive closure of its dependencies, i.e., all
the transactors that elements of T depend on, the transactors that
they depend on, and so forth.
A. All transactors in D need to keep a set of acquaintances,
ACQ, in their state since the last checkpoint or time of creation, including the names of:
(1) transactors which have been a target for messages sent.
(2) transactors which have been created.
(3) the parent transactor.
B. All transactors in D need to eventually stabilize and start
the Universal Checkpointing Protocol. Also, all transactors
in D need to be able to receive ping messages.
C. Once the first transactor in D stabilizes, no other transactors in D will programmatically rollback or be caused to
rollback by other transactors in D. This assumes previous application-dependent communication that provides this
guarantee.
D. There can be no failures while the Universal Checkpointing
Protocol is taking place.
D EFINITION 2 (U NIVERSAL C HECKPOINTING P ROTOCOL ).
When a transactor t in D stabilizes, it:
I. Pings every transactor in ACQ
II. Checks if it is dependent,
(a) If not, it pings every transactor in ACQ, checkpoints
and ends protocol.
(b) If so, it pings every transactor in ACQ and waits for
incoming pings.

τ

0
and k1 −→
∗ k2 .
^

III. On reception of a ping message, goes back to II.

P ROOF. Follows directly from Lemma 4. Define the variables
in the premise of the lemma as follows: Let k1α = k1 , k2α = k1β =
α
k2β = k2 . Let α be the unique trace such that k1 −→∗ k2 , β = ,
τ

and T# = T! = ∅. Given these definitions, all of the premises of
Lemma 4 are satisfed trivially, and thus the theorem follows immediately from the lemma.

T HEOREM 2 (U NIVERSAL C HECKPOINTING P ROPERTY ).
The Universal Checkpointing Protocol (UCP) terminates under
UCP preconditions A..D.
P ROOF. Omitted due to space limitations; details may be found
in a companion technical report [10].

8.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have introduced a formal framework for understanding and managing distributed state in the presence of various
classes of failures. Internet-scale distributed computing is becoming ever more important as use of Grid mechanisms and web services increases. We believe that in order to develop robust applications in these settings, it is necessary to incorporate state management constructs that are more flexible than traditional transaction
mechanisms.
In addition to the failure-free simulation and universal checkpointing properties, there are a number of additional aspects of the
τ -calculus that are worthy of further study. For example, one would
like to show how certain application properties and topologies allow specialized checkpointing techniques. As a trivial example,
consider a transactor t application that reads, but does not update
the state of another transactor t0 . If t0 is initially checkpointed, one
can easily show that t0 can checkpoint without requiring message
exchanges with t. More interestingly, one could define various failure rates and scenarios, and show situations under which configurations are always able to make progress (under reasonable fairness
assumptions) despite failures.
Finally, there are a number of interesting directions for further
research that build on the ideas developed here, including: modeling transactional compensation mechanisms, in which consistency
is maintained through reversal of actions, rather than rolling back
to previous states; modeling isolation and atomicity in a modular
way; studying type systems for statically constraining dependences
and exposing various failure modes; developing techniques for optimizing dependence information, and modeling additional classes
of failures.
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